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Taking the annual New Year Thames swim

Jaime Maskell and Lechlade ‘Trouties’ Liz Roberts and
Hannah Gavin literally took the plunge along with
the Swindon Sub Aqua club on 10th January, all
raising funds for charity. 

A total of thirteen swimmers braved the somewhat fresh
conditions and plunged, leapt and slithered into the fast

flowing muddy waters of the Thames at Inglesham,
cheered on by quite a crowd of supporters. It appeared
to be more of a speedy ‘float past’ rather than a swim
but the participants were of the opinion that they were
just like swans, paddling furiously under water whilst
looking cool and calm above! 

Liz was heard to say ‘It’s quite relaxing really!’ in spite of
a hole in her glove and dry suit. Liz and Hannah wanted
to remember Bob Warren, their boss at the Trout, by
swimming from Inglesham to Lechlade on Sunday 10th
January. All money raised by them will be shared
equally between the League of Friends of Fairford
Hospital and the RNLI. There is still time to add your
donations at web-based ‘Just Giving’.

Liz and Hannah at
https://crowdfunding.justgiving.com/elizabeth-roberts
and Jaime, who is raising money for the RNLI, at
https://www.justgiving.com/Jaime-Maskell. 

Story and photos: Margaret Hing

Hannah, Jaime and Liz with Swindon Sub Aqua club

At the January meeting of Fairford U3A, Nick
Humphris showed a striking array of photographs of
tessellated paving which told the story of how the
art of making mosaics developed. 

From the 3rd century BC to the end of the 12th century
AD it was borne along by Greek, Roman, Byzantine and
Norman influences. Some of the early examples were
made with pebbles but nevertheless had intricately
patterned borders and the three dimensional qualities of
a painting with the details extending to expressions on
people’s faces. Connoisseurs can even recognize the
work of known craftsmen. 

Pre-Christian subjects were mainly mythological with
Gods attended by satyrs and maenads, who were often
portrayed in compromising situations. The whole talk

became a beautiful travelogue with examples from
Seville, Rome, Naples, Pella, Sicily, Cologne and
eventually Fishbourne, St Albans and Woodchester. At
Hinton St Mary, Dorset one of the earliest known
examples of Christian imagery featuring the Chi Rho
was found. 

The most breathtaking pictures came from Hagia Sophia
(once a church, then a mosque and now a museum)
and the cathedral of Monreale in Sicily (c.1180), where
the entire interiors are covered with mosaics laden with
gold. It is said that two tons of gold were used in
Monreale.

See EVENTS for details of our meetings on 1st Tuesdays.

Sylvia Jones

U3A and the art of mosaics

Rooms with a view at the Lakes by yoo
When you first see one of the holiday homes at the
Lakes by yoo, you could be mistaken for thinking it is
a rather plain, wooden structure, but each lodge has
its own bespoke interior-designed identity. Award-
winning designer, Blanca Sanchez, was
commissioned by
the owner of one of
these lodges to
design the interior
and turn it into a
temple dedicated to
family living. 

Blanca and her team
from Halo Design
Interiors spent a lot
of time with the
client discussing the
personalities of her
four children aged
between two and
eight and the client’s
requirements for the
five-bedroom, six-
bathroom lakeside house. The owner wanted her two
boys and two girls to be part of the whole communal
space and to even have inter-connecting doors between
the boys’ bedrooms. 

Blanca insists that each bedroom is a reflection of the
children’s personalities and not their hobbies. She
wanted to create an
imaginative fantasy
space that is also
adventurous and
innovative. Light and
the landscape is
drawn into the
rectangular building
via floor to ceiling
windows and the
stunning lake views
can be seen from an
assortment of
designer swings and
climbing places to
encourage
unrestrained freedom. 

Above the children’s
bedrooms on the top floor is the main bedroom suite
comprising a mixture of Ibiza chic with natural textures.
Pearlescent lights blend naturally with the wood effect
wallpaper and imitation silk/suede and metal studs on
the bed-head. The stark whiteness of the room is simple,
elegant and timeless with touches of international
glamour showing the designer’s experiment with ideas

combined with suggestions from the homeowner, who
was more involved in this space than any other. 

There is very little colour in the bathrooms to distract
you, but the splashes of colour there are shout vibrancy,

luxury and excitement,
contrasting bright
white with neon or
orange and link to
their corresponding
bedrooms. 

Downstairs, there is
more use of natural
products and internal
hints at the beautiful
lake and wooded vista
outside. The faux
porcelain floor made
to look like wide
planks of wood
stretches the whole
length of the ground
floor and the dining

table top is distressed oak on a Perspex base to give a
sense of space and create the effect that the table top is
floating. 

Next to the off-white and silver open-plan family living,
dining, kitchen area is the colourful and cosy snug
which, although small, has a huge sofa filling the room
like an over-sized bed where the whole family can

sprawl and be
comfortable while
watching TV. Once
again, Blanca has
mixed bland with
colourful with a
stimulating, pink
wallpaper and
occasional tables or
stools made out of
tree stumps painted in
vibrant colours and
lacquered for
durability.

Most people enjoy
finding out what is
behind closed doors

and this friendly, open, light-filled home does not
disappoint. There is no lack of atmosphere and every
designer detail oozes exquisite craftsmanship. Designed
to be a home for a family, each room wraps its nurturing
fabric around each of its occupants.

Story: Chris Roberts. Photos: Richard Gooding.
Styling: Niche PR 
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